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Abstract: This paper proposes a kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback system based on virtual interac-
tion. Combining the results of human fingertip deformation characteristics analysis and an upper
limb motion mechanism, a fingertip tactile feedback device and an arm kinesthetic feedback device
are designed and analyzed for blind instructors. In order to verify the effectiveness of the method,
virtual touch experiments are established through the mapping relationship between the master–slave
and virtual end. The results showed that the average recognition rate of virtual objects is 79.58%, and
the recognition speed is improved by 41.9% compared with the one without force feedback, indicating
that the kinesthetic–tactile feedback device can provide more haptic perception information in virtual
feedback and improve the recognition rate of haptic perception.

Keywords: haptics; kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback; virtual interaction; force feedback; shape
rendering

1. Introduction

Advances in human–computer interaction technology [1] have paved the way for
the development of haptic feedback devices to enable somatosensory haptics to bring a
fuller sense of immersion in a metaverse-based virtual society [2]. Haptic feedback is
transmitted to the user through kinesthetic stimulation and skin stimulation, and current
haptic feedback devices mainly include kinesthetic feedback devices and skin stimulation
feedback devices [3]. In recent years, a variety of haptic feedback devices have been
proposed, mainly for medical [4,5], educational [6,7], and other fields [8].

Most existing skin stimulation feedback devices deliver tactile sensation mainly
through pressure, vibration, skin stretching, friction, etc. Oliver Ozioko et al. [9] presented
a novel tactile sensing device (SensAct) that seamlessly integrated soft touch/pressure
sensors on a flexible actuator, embedding the soft sensors in the 3D-printed fingertips of a
robotic hand to demonstrate its use of the SensAct device for remote vibrotactile stimulation.
Chen Si et al. [10] presented stretchable soft actuators for tactile feedback by matching the
skin’s perceptual range, spatial resolution, and stretchability. Francesco Chinello et al. [11]
presented a novel wearable fingertip device that moved toward the user’s fingertip via
an end-effector, rotating it to simulate contact with an arbitrarily oriented surface while
transmitting vibrations to the fingertip via a motor to achieve haptic sensation. Tang
Yushan et al. [12] achieved haptic reproduction and visual feedback of a soft tissue model
of hand touch by constructing an online system of force and haptics. Yan Yuchao et al. [13]
designed a novel arm haptic feedback device that provided vibrotactile feedback through a
vibrator attached to the surface of an airbag. Mo Yiting et al. [14] designed a fingertip haptic
interaction device with a five-link that was capable of generating 3-DoF force feedback at
the fingertip with the fingertip portion of the device weighing only 30 g. However, most
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existing skin tactile feedback devices provide feedback in the form of vibration or skin
deformation, and they are usually worn on or near the user’s fingertips [15]. Skin tactile
feedback can provide information to enable the operator to perform a variety of tasks, but it
is still lacking in operations, such as suturing and knotting in robot-assisted surgery [16,17]
and manipulating objects in virtual reality [18].

Compared to tactile feedback devices, current kinesthetic feedback devices provide
feedback through position, velocity, and torque information from the body’s neighboring
parts and have the advantages of multiple degrees of freedom (DoF) and a wide dynamic
range. Fu Yongqing et al. [19] presented a new method to implement augmented reality
(AR) and kinesthetic feedback for remote operation of ultrasound systems to achieve
real-time feedback. Giuk Lee et al. [20] designed a column-type force-feedback device in
which the entire device was mounted on a column that can move up and down, capable
of providing a larger interaction space. Taha Moriyama et al. [21] designed a wearable
kinesthetic device that used a five-rod linkage mechanism to present the magnitude and
direction of the force applied to the index finger. Ryohei Michikawa et al. [22] designed an
exoskeletal haptic glove that fixed the movement of the finger to provide braking force and
different types of grip sensations. Most existing devices that provide kinesthetic feedback
are grounded and exoskeletal, which leads to the fact that these kinesthetic feedback devices
usually have a large footprint and limited portability and wear resistance, which limits their
application and effectiveness in many virtual and realistic scenarios. Moreover, grounded
kinesthetic feedback devices also limit the range of motion of the operator, as the scaling
and friction of the device weight increases with size [23].

Multimodal systems based on tactile and kinesthetic fusion feedback have emerged to
display more realistic haptic feedback for operators in virtual environments [24]. Multi-
modal fusion technology refers to the integration and fusion of information from different
sensors and modalities to improve the performance and effectiveness of the system, includ-
ing sensor fusion, data fusion, and information fusion [25–27]. Luo Shan et al. [28] pre-
sented a method called Iterative Closest Labeled Point (iCLAP) to link kinesthetic and tactile
modalities to achieve integrated perception of the touched object. Fan Liqiang et al. [29]
presented a multimodal haptic fusion method of cable-drive and ultrasonic haptics that
can generate multimodal haptic stimuli. Hanna Kossowsky et al. [30] designed haptic
feedback consisting of force feedback and artificial skin stretching for robot-assisted min-
imally invasive surgery (RAMIS). In order to achieve accurate haptic control for robotic
surgical tasks, Zhu Xinhe et al. [31–33] established a force control method based on the
Hunt–Crossley model, proposed a nonlinear method for on-line soft tissue characterization,
and, based on this, investigated a combination of the Hunt–Crossley contact model with
an iterative Kalman filter for a dynamic soft tissue identification method to improve the
accuracy of haptic feedback. Francesco Chinello et al. [34] presented a novel modular
wearable interface for haptic interaction and robotic teleoperation, consisting of a 3-degrees-
of-freedom (3-DoF) fingertip skin device and a 1-DoF finger kinesthetic exoskeleton, with
the entire device weighing only 43 g. Kinesthetic fusion is still in its infancy, and existing
kinesthetic feedback devices rely mainly on the finger bone part to deliver kinesthetic
information, which is not complete compared to the kinesthetic information delivered
by the arm. The multimodal fusion in this paper is the fusion of kinesthetic and tactile
information, where the kinesthetic information features are obtained by collecting data
such as the acceleration and velocity of the arm, the tactile features are reproduced by
collecting data such as deformation of the object in the virtual space and the contact force,
and the features extracted from both types of modal information are fused to obtain a more
accurate and reliable haptic feedback.

Because blind people cannot directly judge whether the objects they touch are danger-
ous through vision in the process of learning and cognition, there are few similar products
for the blind on the market at present. According to the problems and limitations of the
current kinesthetic feedback devices and tactile feedback devices in the blind demonstra-
tion and teaching, this paper proposes a kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback system based
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on the mapping relationship between the master–slave and the virtual end, where the
synchronized control of the arms achieves kinesthetic feedback and the tactile transfer of
the fingertips achieves tactile feedback.

2. Design and Analysis of Tactile Feedback Device

The purpose of various haptic feedback devices is to be able to deliver controlled
and effective stimuli during a human–computer interaction, and the prerequisite for the
formation of effective stimuli is a clear understanding of the mechanical properties of the
human tactile soft tissue.

2.1. Fingertip Deformation Characteristics Analysis

The distal phalanx is a complex structure consisting mainly of the phalanges, the
epidermal layer, and the subcutaneous tissue, as shown in Figure 1. There are some
differences in the structural properties of the tissues of each part, with the harder phalanges
and nails mainly serving to protect and support the soft tissues of the fingertip. The
softer epidermal layer encases the subcutaneous tissue, which contains a large number of
nerve endings.

Figure 1. Organizational chart of the distal phalange.

The subcutaneous tissue is a complex system in which different tactile receptors are
distributed. Four types of receptors are important for tactile perception of the fingertip:
Meissner vesicles, which perceive edges; Merkel vesicles, which perceive mechanical
pressure and low-frequency vibrations caused by shape and texture; Pacinian vesicles,
which perceive high-frequency vibratory stimuli; and Ruffini vesicles, which perceive
elasticity, are distributed in the finger in the subcutaneous soft tissue.

2.2. Establishment of a Biomimetic Finger
2.2.1. Geometry and Materials

The fingertip geometry is determined by the physical shape of the fingertip of the
subject’s index finger. To simulate the shape and structure of the distal phalanx of the
human index finger, the established 3D model is imported into Hypermesh for meshing,
and the fingertip finite element model has 61,906 segmentation cells, mainly consisting
of the finger bone, soft tissue (cuticle, epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous tissue), and
nail, as shown in Figure 2. Fixed constraints are placed on the end faces and nails of the
distal fingertip model. The squeeze displacements are 4mm for all different point arrays.
The external shape of the fingertip is approximately axisymmetric and the finger belly
is approximately elliptical. The fingertip materials [35] used in the model’s are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. Material constants of the index fingertip.

Parameters Cuticle Epidermis Dermis Subcutaneous Tissue Fingernail Nail Bed Phalanges

Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 1.000 0.140 0.080 0.034 170 1.000 17,000
Poisson’s ratio 0.30 0.30 0.48 0.48 0.30 0.30 0.30
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Figure 2. Fingertip finite element model.

2.2.2. Simulation of Fingertip Deformation

The finite element model with the mesh divided in Hypermesh is imported into
Abaqus 2016 software to establish the numerical simulation. In the simulation, the end of
the phalanges and the nail are created with constraints in the same coordinate system to
link the soft tissue and the phalanges to ensure the continuity of the mesh.

The fingertip forms an inclination angle of 20° with the horizontal plane, and the
displacement of the rigid indenter is perpendicular to its axis. The end face of the distal
finger end model is fixedly constrained to simulate the process of compression of the finger
belly, and the squeezing pressure, pressure distribution of contact, stress and strain within
the soft tissue, and squeezing deformation are set as the output quantities of the simulation.
The numerical simulations are carried out for four dot arrays, respectively, as shown in
Figure 3. That is, a 2 × 2 dot matrix, 3 × 3 dot matrix, 4 × 4 dot matrix, and flat plate with a
single cylinder of 2 mm diameter.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3. Analysis of fingertip deformation for different dot patterns: (a) 2 × 2 dot matrix; (b) 3 × 3
dot matrix; (c) 4 × 4 dot matrix; (d) flat plate.

2.2.3. Simulation Results of Fingertip Deformation

The displacement clouds obtained from the numerical simulations for different dot
matrix and flat plate extrusion finger bellies are shown in Figure 4. The 2× 2 dot matrix,
3× 3 dot matrix, 4× 4 dot matrix, and flat plate extrusion displacements are all 4 mm.

It can be seen from the figure that the displacement deformation of the skin of the
finger belly spreads outward from the contact center of the contact dots and the plate, and
the displacement deformation of the contact surface of each dot matrix and the plate is the
largest. As the number of dots increases and the material properties of the subcutaneous
tissue change, most of the skin on the fingertips becomes deformed. The contact force cloud
diagram of different dot matrices and the flat plate extrusion of the finger belly is shown in
Figure 4. As the number of dot arrays increases, the maximum contact pressure changes to
0.5075 N, 0.5202 N, and 0.4454 N. The maximum contact pressure increases by 0.0127 N for
the 2× 2 dot arrays compared to the 3× 3 dot arrays and decreases by 0.0748 N when the
dot arrays increase to 4× 4 dot arrays. The contact pressure under plate extrusion is the
smallest at 0.7883 N.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. The displacement cloud of each indenter squeezing finger belly: (a) 2× 2 dot matrix;
(b) 3× 3 dot matrix; (c) 4× 4 dot matrix; (d) flat plate.

Comparing the simulation clouds of the finger abdomen under the 2 × 2 dot matrix,
3 × 3 dot matrix, 4 × 4 dot matrix, and flat plate extrusion, the increase in the number of dot
matrices makes the extrusion deformation of the finger abdomen more gentle, gradually
increasing from the center of the finger abdomen to the whole finger abdomen. Comparing
the 4 × 4 dot matrix with the flat plate, the pulling deformation of the skin in the central
part of the contact surface of the finger abdomen is similar under the flat plate extrusion,
while there is a significant difference in the pulling deformation of the skin of the finger
abdomen in the central part of the contact surface of the whole dot matrix under the 4 × 4
rectangular dot-matrix surface extrusion. And the tactile receptors located under the skin
could be better stimulated within the perceptual threshold of the fingertip skin.

The finite element simulation experiment can show the compression deformation of
the fingertip contact surface, based on the two-point discrimination threshold of the skin
and the characteristics of the tactile sensing mechanism, to determine the distribution of the
extrusion stimulation points that conform to the deformation morphology characteristics
of the skin during the multi-point extrusion process and to provide theoretical support for
the design of the haptic feedback device.

2.3. Design of Tactile Feedback Device

According to the finite element simulation fingertip deformation characteristic analysis
and fingertip skin two-point discrimination threshold [36], a wearable tactile reproduction
device is designed, and the device mainly consists of two major parts. The control unit
includes helm cabins, servos, wire wheels, drive cords, resin tubes, and an arm slot. The
tactile feedback module consists of a base, a harness block, a stylus, a telescopic pressure
plate, and a fingertip slot.

a. Tactile feedback module

The tactile feedback module mainly consists of a telescopic platen and a stylus
mounted on the base, as shown in Figure 5. The support rod of the telescopic pressure plate
and the mounting holes on the base are clearance fits, and they are supported by springs
on both sides. The spring pins are mounted on the base in a 4× 4 arrangement according
to the best results obtained from the finite element experiments, with a transition fit to the
mounting holes in the base and a spacing of 2.5 mm. This is within the perceptual threshold
of the human fingertip skin to provide the largest possible contact surface to increase the
tactile perception effect of the finger. The distance between the highest point of the spring
pin set and the bottom surface of the telescopic pressure plate is the average height of
the index finger to ensure the freedom of movement of the index fingertip. The top of
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the telescopic platen is provided with two drive rope catch blocks to form a connection
between the drive rope and the telescopic platen.

Figure 5. Three-dimensional model of tactile feedback module.

b. Control unit

The control unit and tactile feedback module of the wearable tactile reproduction
device are two independent parts, as shown in Figure 6, where the design of the control
unit’s servo compartment only needs to take into account the arrangement of the internal
servo units to ensure that each individual servo is installed in a nuclear suitable location. In
total, 18 U-shaped servo compartments are divided into a staggered arrangement according
to 16 + 2, the size of the U-shaped servo compartment is slightly larger than the size of the
servo, and the rectangular hole at the bottom is reserved for the servo drive cord to ensure
the subsequent installation of the servo. The position of the outlet hole corresponds to the
output end of each servo to ensure that there is no interference between each subsequent
drive cable, and the four screw holes are reserved for connection with other parts.

Figure 6. Wearable tactile reproduction device.

The drive servo of the wearable tactile reproduction device is the HD-1370A miniature
servo with a weight of 3.7 g and dimensions of 20.2× 8.5× 17.6 mm. The servo comes with
an encoder and the yellow, red, and brown servo control lines are the power, ground, and
signal lines, respectively. Its rated torque is 0.4 kg-cm to 0.6 kg-cm; the corresponding rated
voltage is 4.8–6.0 V, for the built-in motor reducer; the rotation angle is 0° to 180°, and it
can maintain any angle within the effective rotation angle; and all the parameters meet the
requirements of this device.

The output shaft of the servo is 4 mm in diameter, within its working stroke. The
contraction length of the drive rope driven by the rotation of the output shaft is not enough
to complete the contraction of the stylus and the telescopic pressure plate, so it is necessary
to add a wire wheel to increase the rotation diameter of the servo shaft, so that the stylus
can complete the complete contraction. A binding wire block is used to reduce the friction
between the drive rope and the inner wall of the resin tube. The drive rope is connected
to the servo and contact spring pin. The drive rope must be able to withstand a certain
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tension and will not demonstrate elastic stretching, to ensure the stability of the spring pin
and the repeated movement of the expansion lever position, so we chose 0.4 size 8-braided
PE cable. To enable the operator to better wear the tactile reproduction device, the slot is
designed according to the average size of the human arm. The slot and the elastic harness
cooperate to ensure that the tactile reproduction device will not fall off during use. The
back cover is to protect the driver board of the servo from bumping.

2.3.1. Working Principle and Method

The wearable tactile reproduction device uses a composite dot-matrix mechanism
to simulate the contact touch of virtual objects. Compared with the feedback device that
reproduces the change in the appearance of virtual objects, an active actuator is added to
provide pressure, and the squeezing pressure acts on the index finger. A set of reset springs
set on the pressure plate telescopic column ensures that the pressure plate has sufficient
return force and the contact sensation of the operator’s finger does not receive the influence
of the fingertip position. Based on the composite point mechanism in this device, it can
provide the contact simulation of a rigid object and flexible object at the fingertip. Firstly,
in the state that the front servo unit and the rear servo unit are not working, the pressure
plate is in the highest position and all the spring pins are in the lowest position. When the
virtual hand touches the object and needs to generate tactile feedback, the front servo unit
pulls the drive rope through the wire wheel to drive the pressure plate downward, and
the rear servo unit loosens the drive rope through the wire wheel to make the ends of the
spring pins stay at different heights.

When simulating contact with a rigid object, the rear servo unit loosens the drive
rope through the wire wheel to make the end of the spring pin stay at different heights
to reproduce the shape of the contact surface of the rigid object. And as the virtual hand
squeezes the rigid object downward, the rear servo unit remains stationary, and the front
servo unit pulls the drive rope through the wire wheel to drive the pressure plate downward
to squeeze the fingertip to produce the contact force when squeezing. When simulating
contact with a flexible object, the rear servo unit loosens the drive rope through the wire
wheel to make the end of the spring pin stay at different heights to reproduce the shape of
the contact surface of the rigid object. And as the virtual hand squeezes the flexible object
downward, the rear servo unit loosens the drive rope as the appearance of the flexible
object changes to make the end of the spring pin stay at a new position, and the front servo
unit drives the lever downward through the spool to tighten the drive rope squeezing the
fingertip to produce the contact force when squeezing.

2.3.2. System Theoretical Error Compensation

The height adjustment of the spring stylus is controlled by the servo, which is obtained
by precise reciprocating rotation of the servo between 0 and 90°. The drive train model
of a single spring stylus is shown in Figure 7. However, the transmission system and
resin tube elasticity can produce errors in the displacement of the stylus. Therefore, the
authors performed a detailed force analysis of the system and suppressed the system errors
to ensure the accuracy of the servo motor output displacements. The default system is
frictionless and the drive rope has a very low mass and no deformation.

In this simplified system, y stands for the displacement of the stylus, 4Lt stands
for the elasticity of the resin tube under compressive load, and x stands for the input
displacement of the drive rope (rotational displacement of the motor). Here, ks and kt
represent the elastic constants of the stylus spring and the resin tube, respectively. Thus,
when the stylus is fully stretched,

F = ksy (1)

For the resin tube:

F = kt∆Lt (2)
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Figure 7. Drive train model with a single spring stylus.

Then,4Lt can be calculated by Equations (1) and (2) as

4Lt =
yks

kt
(3)

The rotational displacement of the servo x is equal to the sum of the displacements
acting on the elastic components, as follows:

x = y +4Lt (4)

Bringing Equation (3) into Equation (4), the relationship between the displacement of
the stylus and the displacement of the rudder can be defined as follows:

y =
kt

kt + ks
x (5)

The formula is ks = 0.25 N/mm and kt = 11 N/mm.
Equation (5) can be written as y = 0.97x. To construct the visualized behavior based on

the response characteristics of the system, the authors rewrite the displacement of the input
servo as a functional pattern x = x(t), such that y(t) = 0.97(t). Because the displacement
of the stylus is linearly related to the input displacement of the servo, and the spring stylus
is a reciprocating motion, the displacement of the stylus is always greater than 0. Assume
the functional form is as follows:

x(t) =
A
2

sin(ωt + ϕ) +
A
2

=
A
2

sin
(

2π

T
t− π

2

)
+

A
2

(6)

where A is the displacement of the servo when it is rotated by 90° and T is the movement
time of the servo from 0◦ to 90◦ rotation (A = 6 mm, T = 0.3 s), which is determined by
the model of the servo. When t = 0, the displacement of the stylus is required to be 0, so
ϕ = −π

2 . Then, x(t) is obtained as

x(t) =
6
2

sin
(

2π

0.3
t− π

2

)
+

6
2
= 3 sin

(
21t− π

2

)
+ 3 (7)
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As can be seen from Figure 8, due to the elasticity of the resin tube and the spring
stylus, there is a significant theoretical error δ between the displacement of the stylus and
the input displacement of the servo. For the displacement error of the stylus, we can
compensate it by using a linear static elasticity model. According to this model, we correct
the input data of the servo by the inverse transfer function described in Equation (5) to
reduce the theoretical error. The inverse transfer function converts the actual displacement
of the stylus into the corresponding input displacement. By adding the inverse transfer
function to the input data of the servo, the missing displacement of the stylus can be
corrected to effectively reduce the theoretical error.

Figure 8. Difference between servo and stylus displacement.

3. Design and Analysis of Kinesthetic Feedback Device
3.1. Design of Kinesthetic Feedback Device

The two main mobile joints of the human upper extremity structure are the shoulder
and elbow joints, and the movement of the upper extremity is extremely complex. The
shoulder joint is less constrained by the bones and is mainly constrained by the muscle
groups in the shoulder; therefore, the motion of the shoulder joint is usually simplified to
3 degrees of freedom, flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, and rotation in/out. The
elbow joint is a hinge joint with a complex axial displacement motion trajectory and a slight
displacement of the rotation axis during flexion/extension motions, and its range of motion
was determined according to the literature of Ham Yongwoon [37] and Vasen A.P. et al. [38]
as shown in Table 2. Based on the motion characteristics of the human upper limb structure,
the design of the wearable kinesthetic feedback device for the upper limb is determined.

Table 2. Table of the range of motion of the main joints of the arm.

Articular Motion Form Reference Axis Angle of Motion

Shoulder joint [37]

Abduction/adduction Sagittal axis −53.5°–159.3°
Internal/external

rotation Vertical axis −62.3°–83.9°

Flexion/extension Coronal axis −53.5°–160.5°

Elbow joint [38] Flexion/extension Coronal axis 0–120°

According to the design scheme, a wearable arm kinesthetic reproduction device is
designed for kinesthetic feedback of a human arm. The wearable device is mainly used to
transfer kinesthetic sensations such as displacement, velocity, and torque to the arm. The
3D model of the mechanical structure is shown in Figure 9. The device mainly consists of
a base, an upper arm bracket, a flexible connector, a transition connector, and a forearm
bracket. During operation, the upper arm and the forearm are placed inside the bracket and
fixed by fastening straps and padding plates, and the inner side of the bracket is provided
with a padding layer to increase the comfort of the user. Because the shoulder posture is
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rotated inward/outward, most of the weight of the whole upper arm is offset by the upper
arm bracket and the base support, and the execution of the action relies on the rudder
driven by the base mounted on the base. Elbow flexion and extension are driven by the
rudder set on both sides of the upper arm bracket to increase the stability of operation.
Reciprocating cycles within the safety angle are possible to meet the requirements for the
use of kinesthetic feedback of the arm.

Figure 9. Three-dimensional model of kinesthetic feedback device.

3.2. Simulation Analysis of Important Parts

The elbow joint of the exoskeleton uses a flexible joint whose elastic structure is
symmetrically distributed to compensate for the axis deviation between the elbow joint
and the exoskeleton during flexion and extension, which has three degrees of freedom in
the plane and is connected to the transition joint through a connecting shaft and bearing,
taking a passive adjustment for a more compact structure. The flexible module is calibrated
by finite element software to verify the performance of its structure. The magnitude of the
force applied in both the X and Y directions was 30 N [39], and when the flexible module
is subjected to a force in the X direction, displacement and strain are generated, and its
displacement in the X direction is 2.3198 mm and the maximum strain value is 0.002617, as
shown in Figure 10. When the flexible module is subjected to a force in the Y direction, its
displacement in the Y direction is 0.80245 mm and the maximum strain value is 0.00089533,
as shown in Figure 11. The maximum displacement of the flexible module in both the X and
Y directions is 2.3 mm, which can passively compensate for the axis deviation generated by
the mechanical joint and the elbow joint of the arm to a certain extent, and the maximum
strain values in the X and Y directions are in the safe range.

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Strain and displacement in X direction. (a) Displacement in X direction; (b) strain in
X direction.
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(a) (b)

Figure 11. Strain and displacement in Y direction. (a) Displacement in Y direction; (b) strain in
Y direction.

3.3. Kinematic Analysis

To further illustrate the safety of the wearable kinesthetic feedback device for the
upper extremity, a kinematic analysis of the device is performed using D-H analysis, as
shown in Figure 12, where the D-H parameters are shown in Table 3.

Figure 12. D-H coordinates of wearable kinesthetic feedback device for upper limb.

Table 3. Upper extremity wearable kinesthetic feedback device D-H parameters.

Linkage i Joint Angle
θi

Rod Length
ai−1

Offset di Torsion αi−1
Variation

Range

1 θ1 0 0 π
2 0–90°

2 θ2 220 0 0 0–90°

The positional matrix of the i bar of the adjacent coordinate system in the D-H coor-
dinate system of the wearable kinesthetic feedback device for the upper extremity with
respect to the i− 1 bar is Ti:

i−1
i T =


cos θi − sin θi cos αi sin θi sin αi ai cos θi
sin θi cos θi cos αi − cos θi sin αi ai sin αi

0 sin αi cos αi di
0 0 0 1

 (8)

0
1T =


cos θ1 0 sin θ1 0
sin θ1 0 − cos θ1 0

0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 (9)

1
2T =


cos θ2 − sin θ2 0 a2 cos θ2
sin θ2 cos θ2 0 a2 sin θ2

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (10)
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Then, the transformation matrix 0
2T between the end coordinate system and the base

coordinate system is shown in the following equation:

0
2T =0

1 T ·12 T =


nx ox ax px
ny oy ay py
nz oz az pz
0 0 0 1

 (11)

0
2T =0

1 T ·12 T =


cos θ1 cos θ2 − sin θ2 cos θ1 sin θ1 a2 cos θ1 cos θ2
sin θ1 cos θ2 − sin θ1 sin θ2 − cos θ1 a2 sin θ1 cos θ2

sin θ2 cos θ2 0 a2 sin θ2
0 0 0 1

 (12)

In the formula,

nx ox px
ny oy py
nz oz pz

 indicates the pose of the second joint of the upper

extremity wearable kinesthetic feedback device, and
[
px py pz

]T indicates the position
of the end of the device relative to the base coordinate system.

p =

px
py
pz

 =

220 cos θ1 cos θ2
220 sin θ1 cos θ2

220 sin θ2

 (13)

To verify the kinematic equations, the simulation results of the upper limb wearable
kinesthetic feedback device are obtained in MATLAB with θ1 = 90° and θ1 = 0° as the initial
values as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Simulation analysis result of kinesthetic feedback device.

According to the designed upper limb wearable kinesthetic feedback device, the
start joint variable q0 = [0, 0] and the end joint variable q1 = [π

4 , π
6 ] are set. The motion

simulation is carried out through MATLAB, when the end of the upper limb wearable
kinesthetic feedback device moves from the initial point to the termination point, and the
angular displacement, angular velocity, and angular acceleration curves of each motion
joint in the motion of the kinesthetic feedback device are shown in Figure 14. As can be
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seen from the figure, the completion time of the two joints is 5 s; the first joint, the flexion
and extension of the elbow joint, moves from the initial position to 45°; the second joint,
the internal and external rotation of the shoulder joint, moves from the initial position
to 30°; and the movements of the first and second joints are completed at the same time.
And the initial and termination velocities of the elbow joint and the shoulder joint are 0,
and the acceleration at the initial and termination points are 0. The curves are smooth
during the whole movement process. And the curve is smooth and continuous without
mutation points during the whole movement process, which meets the stability and safety
requirements of the upper limb exoskeleton mechanism movement.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. Angular displacement, angular velocity, and angular acceleration graphs. (a) Angular
displacement curve; (b) angular velocity curve; (c) angular acceleration curve.

4. Virtual Interaction Experiments

Based on the operation scenario of the PC, Leap Motion motion capture device, and
kinesthetic–tactile feedback device, as shown in Figure 15, this experiment simulated the
process of a blind person’s demonstration and teaching, in which the master operator
(normal person) wore the kinesthetic gesture capture structure on the forearm, and the
hand was located on the top of the Leap Motion motion capture device and manipulated
the virtual hand to carry out the virtual interaction. The slave operator (blind person) wore
a kinesthetic feedback device and a tactile feedback device on the arm and the tip of the
index finger, respectively, and realized the positioning of the arm through the synchronized
control of the kinesthetic feedback device, and then transmitted the tactile sensation to the
blind person through the tactile feedback device.

Experimental preparation included the following: (1) Eight volunteers, aged between
24 and 30 years, four females and four males, in good physical condition, with normal skin
and soft tissues of the hand and normal tactile perception, were invited to participate in the
actual experiment, all with right-handedness. And all the subjects understood the process
and purpose of the experiment explicitly before the experiment, which was conducted
after communication and confirmation. (2) Before the experiments were conducted, an
introduction to the operating principles of the device was performed, as well as practice
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in the operation of the device. (3) Device commissioning was performed. The master
operator interacted with the virtual scene, and the slave operator measured the overall
system based on the tactile stimuli obtained from the kinesthetic–tactile feedback device,
and the evaluation results were analyzed.

Figure 15. Operation scenario diagram.

4.1. Virtual Object Shape Perception Experiment

The virtual object shape perception experiment evaluated the extent to which a
kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback system can render the surface of 3D objects (cubes,
spheres, and cylinders). The virtual interaction scenario is shown in Figure 16. During
the task, the Leap Motion was placed on a table in front of the master operator. The slave
participant was asked to perform the perception of haptic feedback. The master operator
took approximately 4 s to touch the specified target with the Leap Motion-controlled virtual
hand during the target touch task, thus allowing 10 s to touch each object and at least 10 s
for the slave participant to perform shape perception recognition. A total of 10 touches
were performed for each type of virtual object.

Experimental steps:

(1) The slave operator performed shape observation of the virtual objects before the start
of the experiment to ensure that the shape of the virtual objects could be judged during
the experiment, as well as the positional arrangement of the three virtual objects;

(2) The master operator manipulated the virtual hand to randomly touch a virtual object,
and the slave operator wore a kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback device to perceive
the shape of the virtual object touched and recorded the time;

(3) Within a predetermined time, the slave operator made a judgment on the shape of the
virtual object based on the feedback haptic information from the kinesthetic–tactile
fusion feedback device;

(4) Each experiment was conducted 10 times for virtual object contact, and the roles of
the master operator and the slave operator were swapped to repeat the experiment.

The judgment results of the virtual object perception experiments are shown in Table 4.
The confusion rate of each of these objects is shown in Table 5.

From Table 4, it can be seen that the overall judgment rate of the cube is the highest
for the slave operator, followed by a higher judgment success rate for the sphere than the
cylinder. The main reason for the confusion in the shape judgment of the three virtual
objects is the similarity of the local outer surface curvature of the cube, sphere, and cylinder
and the difference in the location of contact and the degree of extrusion of the contact part
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when different master operators manipulate the virtual hand to make contact with the three
virtual objects, as well as the difference in the individual haptic perception of different
slave operators, which may produce misjudgment.

Figure 16. Schematic diagram of virtual object shape perception experiment.

Table 4. Judgment rates of different virtual objects for virtual object shape perception experiments.

Experimental Subjects Cube Sphere Cylinder

1 90% 90% 70%
2 80% 80% 80%
3 90% 70% 70%
4 100% 60% 60%
5 70% 80% 90%
6 80% 70% 80%
7 100% 90% 80%
8 90% 70% 70%

Average recognition rate 87.5% 76.25% 75%

Table 5. Confusion judgment table for different virtual objects.

Virtual Objects Number of Times
Judged as a Cube

Number of Times
Judged as a Sphere

Number of Times
Judged as a Cylinder

Cube 70 2 8
Sphere 8 61 11

Cylinder 8 12 60

Figure 17 shows the tactile feedback module stylus state diagrams of, respectively, the
object surface rendering and the user finger contact perception diagram with the stylus in
interaction scene one.

The top three figures in Figure 17 show the position of the stylus when the shape is
reproduced by the fingertip feedback module. The three diagrams below show the fingertip
contact perception diagram with the fingertip feedback module, from left to right, for the
cube, sphere, and cylinder contact surface profiles, respectively, from which it can be seen
that the height difference in the stylus position is obvious when reproducing different
virtual object local profiles.
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Figure 17. Tactile feedback module stylus state diagram.

4.2. Object Elasticity Judgment Experiment

In the object elasticity judgment experiment, the slave operator judged the elasticity
of the virtual interaction object of the master operator by wearing the kinesthetic–tactile
fusion feedback device under the conditions of force feedback and without force feedback,
respectively. The virtual interaction scenario of the object elasticity judgment experiment
is shown in Figure 18. During the experiment, the slave operator needs to determine
whether the cube was elastic or not and to judge its elasticity. Each master operator needed
to complete elastic object presses a total of six times, in which the slave operator made
judgments with and without force feedback, respectively. The judgment time of the slave
operator in the experiment was recorded.

Experimental steps:

(1) Each slave operator perceived the elasticity size of the virtual object under different
force-feedback modes;

(2) A specific experiment was conducted in which the master operator controlled the
virtual hand to touch and press the square, and the slave operator made the judgment
of the elasticity size under the conditions of force feedback and without force feedback.
The cumulative judgment times under the conditions of force feedback and without
force feedback were recorded separately, and the results are shown in Table 6 and
Figure 19.

Figure 18. Schematic diagram of object elasticity judgment experiment.
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Table 6. Schedule of judgment results of object elasticity judgment experiment.

Experimental
Subjects

Without Force
Feedback Force Feedback Efficiency Gains

1 35.4 s 16.5 s 53.39%
2 42.3 s 20.7 s 51.06%
3 49.7 s 23.1 s 53.52%
4 43.6 s 19.8 s 54.58%
5 41.2 s 18.5 s 55.09%
6 38.9 s 22.6 s 41.9%
7 45.3 s 25.7 s 43.26%
8 44.2 s 24.3 s 45.03%

Figure 19. Results of object elasticity judgment experiment.

From the experimental data in the table above, it can be seen that the time to judge the
elastic size of the three cubes varies between individuals. Using the comparative analysis
method, by analyzing the comparison between the judgment time with and without force
feedback, it was found that the judgment time of the elastic size of the three cubes was
improved by at least 41.9% with the contact force provided by the force-feedback platen.
The force feedback can improve the operator’s perceptual sensitivity.

Figure 20 shows the contact diagram between the fingertip and the tactile feedback
module. The first column shows the initial state of the tactile feedback module, which can
reveal the squeezing stroke of the telescopic platen; the second column shows that when
there is no force sensory feedback, the fingertip judges the elasticity of the virtual object by
sensing the displacement of the stylus of the tactile display module; and the third column
shows that when there is force sensory feedback, the fingertip judges the elasticity of the
virtual object by combining the displacement of the stylus of the tactile display module
and the squeezing pressure prompt of the telescopic platen.

At the end of the experiment, participants were asked to answer a questionnaire
including four questions using a 10-point scale, as shown in Table 7. The four questions
consider comfort and wear resistance. A score of 1 indicates low perceived performance of
the system (comfort or wear resistance), and a score of 10 indicates high performance.

The results shown in Table 7 indicate that the device has good suitability, perceived
performance, and wear resistance in terms of comfort and wear resistance and that the
fatigue felt after the experiment may be caused by wearing the device for long interactions.
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Figure 20. Interaction scene schematic.

Table 7. Confusion judgment table for different virtual objects.

Serial Number Questions Average Rating

1 Whether the device easy to wear and practical 7.8
2 Whether LMC interaction simple 8.5
3 Whether comfortable to wear the device while moving 7.5
4 Whether you feel tired after the experiment 7.2

5. Conclusions and Discussion

Aiming at the problem that blind people cannot directly judge whether the objects
they touch are dangerous or not through vision in the process of learning and cognition,
this paper proposes a virtual reality-based kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback system,
which establishes kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback through the mapping relationship
between the master–slave and the virtual end, and it provides a possible scheme for the
research of multimodal haptic feedback. By combining the tactile feedback technology,
synchronized motion control system, motion capture system, and virtual reality technology,
the synchronized control of the arm and the tactile feedback of the fingertip are realized to
provide virtual haptic sensation for the blind group.

In order to evaluate the performance and applicability of the kinesthetic–tactile feed-
back device, the effectiveness of the device is evaluated by the master operator and the slave
operator through virtual interaction experiments, aiming to enhance the haptic perception
of the slave operator in multimodal haptic information feedback. The results show that the
kinesthetic–tactile feedback device is able to provide more haptic perception information in
virtual feedback and improve the recognition rate of haptic perception.

This fusion of a kinesthetic–tactile feedback device provides a more realistic experience
for the user compared to a traditional single haptic feedback device. In addition, the
wearing comfort of a haptic feedback device can also reduce unnecessary haptic information
interference. Therefore, there is room to improve the haptic stimulation provided by the
multimodal kinesthetic–tactile fusion feedback device, which is the focus of our future
work, and we will further improve the degree of integration of the kinesthetic–tactile
feedback device.
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